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From: Gilbert Millman
To: Ann Beranek
Date: 3/6/02 3:25PM
Subject: Re: POSTING OF DIVISION 8 REG GUIDES

Yes, that's correct. There wasn't enough time to get the guides into proper format before Release 4 went
out.

>>> Ann Beranek 03/06/02 03:23PM >>>
I noticed nothing was added to the new web version for March. Does that mean it will be a month before
these Div 8 guides are actually posted?

Ann

>>> Gilbert Millman 03/06/02 03:22PM >>>
Great. Ann, Thanks for your help.

>>> Ann Beranek 03/06/02 03:21 PM >>>
Lance -

It's fine to post whatever version you have. Please be careful about adding links to the older guides, as
I'm sure quite a few of the original rule citations are out of date. In fact, if the guide is more than 5 years
old, please don't add links as there is too much chance of error.

In RG 8.39, the HTML version of Appendix B had a rather serious error from being translated into HTML
from WP. That's why there is only a PDF version of App B.

Revision 1 of RG 8.30 and 8.31 are not out yet, and won't be for at least a month. If you have 8.30 and
8.31, please post them but don't bother with links, etc. The revisions don't change the guides much.
Since it's past the comment date and the revisions are being prepared, you don't need to post the draft
revisions.

Thanks for your help!

Ann

>>> Lance Lessler 03/06/02 03:02PM >>>
Gil,

Per your message to Fran on 2/22, 1 have begun preparing the Division 8 Reg Guides for posting or
reposting on the public web site. The attachment to said message lists 25 guides approved for reposting.
Of those, I note the following:

I have HTML versions of the following RGs: 8.7, 8.9, 8.13, 8.15, 8.34, 8.35, 8.36, 8.37, 8.38, 8.39.
These, I have already converted for Section 508 purposes, and placed them in templates for display as
HTML files. Some of these files have numerous references to CFR for which I plan to provide
appropriate links.

RGs 8.30 and 8.31 are listed on the previous public web site as original releases, while draft versions
DG-8026 and DG-8027, which were proposed Revisions 1 to each of those guides, were available only in
draft on the previous public web site. Can you provide electronic copies of the subsequently published
Revision I versions of these guides?

I have only an HTML version of RG 8.39 Appendix A. The PDF version of RG 8.39, that I have, includes
both Appendix A and Appendix B. Unless requested otherwise, I plan to post just the PDF version of RG
8.39, that includes the appendices.
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I have only PDF versions of the following remaining RGs: 8.2, 8.4, 8.6, 8.8, 8.10, 8.18, 8.19, 8.21, 8.23,
8.24, 8.28, and 8.29. Unless requested otherwise, I will plan to post just the PDF versions of these RGs.


